FIND YOUR TRUE NORTH
TOP 5

EXTERIOR FEATURES

1. Prepped for anything - Prepped for tire pressure monitoring system, back up camera, solar and slide out topper
2. Super King Kong sized pass-through storage
3. 4” Thick vacuum bond laminated roof
4. 2” Thick Azdel fortified sidewall construction
5. Secure ride equipped - featuring top of line axles, galvanized metal wheel wells, Wide Trax suspension, heated and enclosed underbelly
**TOP 5 INTERIOR FEATURES**

1. Blackout roller shades in main slideout and bedroom (where applicable)

2. Butcher block style kitchen countertops

3. Stainless steel appliances

4. Value hide - E - center with hidden valuable storage area (most models)

5. Comfort select 72” x 80” gel infused residential king bed mattress
Product information is as accurate as possible as of the date of publication of this brochure. Due to Heartland’s commitment to continuous product improvement, floorplans, materials, components, features, measurements, specifications, options, etc., are subject to change at any time without notice or obligation. In certain conditions some additional equipment may be needed. Photos may show optional equipment or props used for photography. Optional equipment included. Optional equipment will impact the weight of the trailer. Please locate the weight sticker attached to the trailer you are considering for the most accurate trailer weight.

**Tow Vehicle Caution:** Owners of heartland products. Heartland disclaims any liability or damages suffered as a result of the recreational vehicle or the tow vehicle as a result of the selection of the tow vehicle. Overall length for a Fifth Wheels is defined as the body length of the trailer excluding hitch meaning bumper to cap. The overall length for a Travel Trailer is defined as the body length of the trailer including hitch meaning bumper to hitchpin. It does not include rear ladder of spare tire. Optional pin boxes will affect overall length. SPRING 12/22 (REV 1)

**SPECIAL FEATURES**

USB port accessibility  
Smooth Ride

**INTERIOR FABRIC DECOR OPTIONS**

- **Urban Cottage**
- **Crystal Bay**

**VISIT US ONLINE**

Your authorized Heartland dealer:

For more information and to take a virtual walk-through, visit [www.heartlandrvs.com](http://www.heartlandrvs.com)